MINUTES - Munster Community Association 2018
April 9, 2018
Attendees: Karen Heney, Todd Stiles, Frank Stokes, Laura Rupert-Doane, Jessica
Breckenridge, Barb Moulton, Bruce Ewan, Jude Sammon,Shaun Hassanali
Minutes Approved by Shaun and Laura second.
Review of events
Easter Egg Hunt - Shaun spoke to this. The Easter egg hunt had 68 people,the weather was
cold, the eggs were disbursed inside the tennis court in a fenced in area. This event generated
three new members. Lots of prizes. The leftover prizes were given to the library for their use.
Future events
The AGM will be held on April 26 at the community centre at 7:00 p.m. We will be having a
snack and water.
Other year’s pizza was served and some people ate and some people didn’t , not sure about
numbers and makes it hard to order the food. Therefore we will not be ordering pizza this time.
Shaun moves first Todd to second.
Perhaps we could distribute a flyer through Canada post for $150. The pamphlet would have
pictures with past MCA events and would promote the idea of the MCA.
Also a note that last years minutes from the AGM will need to be approved.
Funding request for the 10th annual slow pitch tournament for the Munster nursery school.
$1500 as requested. We have enough funds to help. Jude moved Laura second.
Lego group in Munster at the Munster library.The money that was requested was not needed as
the library found money for this group but Susan had the idea of maybe putting that money
towards a community garden perhaps. This can be discussed in the future about the garden.
Heather Easy and Karen and Carter are in charge of the spring cleaning for Munster as they
have come forward. It is important that Munster is cleaned. This also helps with the city of
Ottawa Park’s and recreation, so they are able to cut the grass along the boulevards . Glad is
the sponsor for this cleaning job.
Munster garage sale is Saturday, May 26.
Karen Heney has been trying to inquire with the Safety Council about the bike rodeo on
Saturday, May 26 but has not heard back from them yet.
The Munster newsletter will include spring events and the new executive.

Munster monster soccer will be discussed at the next meeting.
Munster Judo tournament will be this Saturday unfortunately the play group has cancelled for
the canteen. The metals cost $382. The MCA sponsored the medals. They had the MCA logo
on the metal.
For the Canada day party celebration a grant application has been put forward and Jessica will
follow up. Thoughts about maybe approaching Kavanagh, or Talos Homes to sponsor this event
if we cannot come up with the money from the grant.

Harvestfest will be Saturday, September 29. A bonus this year will be that Embridge Gas will
comes to the park with their cooking appliances and they cook the food we just need to have
volunteers to serve the food.
New business
Bruce brought up a good point for finance who can sign the MCA Checks. With the new MCA
committee it will need to be sorted out who can sign the checks.
Meeting adjourned at 7:45.

